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Background and Overview
The City of Wenatchee tasked KPG to evaluate the White Paper authored by Steve King, P.E.
(City of Wenatchee) and provide our recommendations for BRT transit improvements along the
corridor that dovetail with design alternatives generated by KPG as part of the SR 285 / North
Wenatchee Avenue Preliminary Engineering. The White Paper proposes multiple options and
ideas for design solutions for transit along the North Wenatchee Avenue.
Funding has been allocated for portions of North Wenatchee Avenue that are identified as
priority projects with Connecting Washington dollars. While this funding is not intended to
provide for a BRT system along the corridor. Planned transit improvements are expected to be
coordinated with Connecting Washington and other transportation improvement funds to
enhance the overall safety and capacity of the corridor, and accommodate a future BRT system
if it is needed. The transit recommendations presented here are intended to identify transit
improvements that could accommodate future BRT and are well coordinated with the
established design objectives of the SR 285 / North Wenatchee Avenue Preliminary Engineering
Design project. Incorporating transit considerations into the preliminary design may also have
the added benefit of informing zoning and redevelopment decisions in the near-term.
The preliminary engineering effort on North Wenatchee Avenue considers multiple design
scenarios including the presence of or absence of Confluence Parkway (a proposed bypass of
North Wenatchee Avenue on the east side of the tracks, currently undergoing environmental
review). If Confluence Parkway is constructed, it is expected that regional buses will move off
the North Wenatchee Avenue corridor onto the new parkway. The recommendations
presented here are intended to produce transit benefit for both scenarios (regional and local
routes in the near term, and local routes only in the long term).
The future Confluence Parkway will connect to North Wenatchee Avenue in the vicinity of
Miller and Maple and is expected to result in a significant reconfiguration of both intersections.
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As a result, it is anticipated that long-term transit improvements at Miller and Maple will be reevaluated with future design efforts for Confluence Parkway.
After a review of the current design work and a review of the ideas presented in the White
Paper, we have generated the following recommendations for transit improvements along the
North Wenatchee Avenue corridor, organized by intersection. These recommendations are
based on traffic analysis completed as part of the preliminary design project. It is anticipated
that this document will undergo stakeholder review prior to the finalization. Figures for this
memo are schematic, and it is expected that the concepts in the finalized memo may be
incorporated into the design at the direction of the City.

Horselake and Duncan Road Intersection
Current Transit Stops: (None)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Southbound
• Buses use curb lane (no change)
Northbound
• Utilize proposed new outside lane extending from south of Maiden Lane to north of
Duncan Road.
• Transit stop #1 (as shown above) relocated to Maiden Lane.
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Maiden Lane Intersection
Current Transit Stops:
• Southbound (In-lane, far-side, South of EZ’s),
• Northbound (In-lane, far-side / mid-block to Horselake Rd)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Southbound
• Relocate bus stop to island #1.
o Near side island stop “bus only“
o Evaluate need to configure right turn lane to maintain free right turns during up
to a two bus queue. Current use indicates that a two bus queue is rare.
o The viability of this option will depend upon an evaluation of existing grades to
accommodate the widening for right turn onto Maiden Lane.
o Buses are 40’ long and need 60’ min.
• Widen island and relocate crosswalk.
• Add queue jump coordinated with southbound U-turn on the far side.
• Bus can also merge with traffic during SB green using U-turn lane as acceleration.
Northbound
• Relocate NB bus stop to near side stop just north of the Starbuck’s driveway in the
proposed new outside lane. This would accommodate an intersection configuration
with no north leg crosswalk, which is desirable for traffic considerations.
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Hawley Road/Walnut Road Intersection
Current Transit Stops:
• Southbound (in-lane, far side, near Springhill Suites),
• Northbound (in-lane, near-side, at Les Schwab Tires)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Southbound
• Expand U-turn area to accommodate bus stop (far-side) at #1.
• No bus bypass
• TSP strategy with signal “hold” to facilitate bus exits.
Northbound
• Expand U-turn area to accommodate bus stop (far-side) at #2
• Evaluate need to provide a two-bus queue. NB buses are often close together.
• No bus bypass
• TSP strategy with signal “hold” to facilitate bus exits.
• Proposed stop locations for Hawley and McKittrick need to be implemented together.
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McKittrick St Intersection
Current Transit Stops:
• Southbound (In-lane, near-side, adjacent to Grocery Outlet),
• Northbound (In-lane, near-side, adjacent to old WSDOT facility)

1

2

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Southbound
• Expand U-turn area to accommodate bus stop (far-side) at #2
• No bus bypass/right turn
• TSP strategy with signal “hold” to facilitate bus exits.
Northbound
• Expand U-turn area to accommodate bus stop (far-side) at #1
• Evaluate need to provide a two-bus queue. NB buses are often close together.
• Optional: bus bypass/right turn on south leg
• TSP strategy with signal “hold” to facilitate bus exits.
• Proposed stop locations for Hawley and McKittrick need to be implemented together.
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Maple Street Intersection
Current Transit Stops:
• Southbound (In-lane, mid-block near Money Tree),
• Northbound (on Maple Street not on North Wenatchee Avenue)
RECOMMENDED:
Southbound
• Consider eliminating current SB Maple stop and consolidating with proposed transit
stop location at McKittrick.
Northbound
• No recommendation at this time. The existing stop location is located on Maple Street
and not on North Wenatchee Avenue. Depending on the timing of Confluence Parkway,
it may be desirable to consider improvements as part of that design effort. However, if
near-term improvements are made, a more generous curb radius for right turns onto
North Wenatchee Avenue would benefit bus operations.
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APPENDIX A

FTA GUIDANCE
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF BUS STOP LOCATIONS

Transit Access Proposal for North Wenatchee Avenue
https://www.transit.dot.gov/research-innovation/stops-spacing-location-and-design
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APPENDIX B

ADDRESSING TRANSIT ON NORTH WENATCHEE AVENUE
WHITE PAPER

Addressing Transit on
North Wen. Ave.
White Paper
Problem Statement: Determining how to address transit needs on North Wenatchee Avenue is a
key decision point which has a substantial impact on the form and function of the roadway as well
as the cost in context of the scope of work for the approximately $18 Million in presently available
for improvements to North Wenatchee Avenue.
Link Transit’s Challenge: Link Transit is and will continue to experience operational cost increases
due to congestion on North Wenatchee Avenue which causes delay in service. The cost increase
involves deploying more transit vehicles to maintain service. There are two categories of impacts.
One is the through busses which are destined for Columbia Station without stops on N. Wen. Ave.
The second are the bus routes which have stops serving North Wenatchee Avenue businesses. To
address operational issues for the first category, a bypass corridor is recognized as the ultimate
solution. To address the second category, improved operational features can reduce bus delays.
A bypass corridor will also help curtail congestion caused delays for the second category as well.

Addressing Transit on
North Wen. Ave.
White Paper
Link Transit’s Position: Throughout the work planning for North Wenatchee Avenue, Link Transit
has looked to the city to specify how the city would like Transit incorporated into the City’s
development plans for North Wenatchee Avenue. This includes not only the form and function of
the street, but also the development pattern the city wishes to incentivize Tor shape. Link Transit
is appropriately cognizant of the impacts of transit systems on the cost of and the impacts to the
area depending on the chosen solution. Link Transit wants the transit solution to be appropriately
scaled for Wenatchee such that great impacts are not driven by Transit solutions. At the same
time, transit solutions are desired until funding is available for the ultimate solution for North
Wenatchee Avenue which is currently identified as Confluence Parkway in the 2011 North
Wenatchee Plan.
Like traffic mobility, Link recognizes that the Connection Washington project alone does not solve
all of the transit problems. Thus, solutions need to be derived appropriately scaled for the
current project in hand recognizing that a much larger and more expensive project will be
forthcoming for North Wenatchee Avenue.

Background
The form and function study addressed the question of what level of improvements should be planned
for North Wenatchee Ave. at this time. Three options were evaluated ranging from the status quo, to a
spot improvements, to a full BRT system with dedicated bus lanes. See below clip.

2011 Plan

Blend

$50 mm

$140 mm

Background
Background: Where does the highway end and the city begin?

City

Transition
Highway

These two signals are key in how they operate together analogous
to Stevens and Ferry at the West end of the Sellar Bridge. This
transition spot provides great opportunity for Transit.

Intelligent Transportation Systems
Active Signal Priority System
ITS has been included as a key component of the
Connection Washington Funding recognizing that this
technology needs to be implemented to make up for the
lack of funding for traditional transportation improvements.
It is part of practical solutions. ITS has a critical role in
Transit operations and can impact both categories of transit
services, through buses, and the bus service on the Avenue.
Active Signal Priority systems also addresses the local routes
serving the area. Active Signal Priority is the most advanced
application of ITS for transit purposes.

Resources
https://nacto.org/publication/transit‐street‐design‐
guide/intersections/signals‐operations/active‐transit‐
signal‐priority/
https://www.apta.com/resources/standards/Docume
nts/APTA‐BTS‐BRT‐RP‐002‐10.pdf

Queue Jump Options

With Near side stop… signal provides bus priority to give the bus a
head start at the light. The upstream queue jump lane doesn’t
need to be very long, because the bus flows with traffic and then
pulls out of traffic to service the stop. The signal then lets the bus
go first.

Queue Jump Options

With a far side stop signal stops traffic to let bus into travel lane.
This is really not a queue jump, but rather a downstream stop.
This area could double as a receiving lane for u‐turns with a
slightly larger area to allow u‐turns to happen even when a bus
occupies the stop.

Queue Jump Options

Traffic Signal
Operations allow bus
to access que jump
lane. Signal then
gives priority green
light to bus. See the
SWIFT video at I5
and 128th. This
might be the only
real queue jump on
the corridor at
Walmart.
https://nacto.org/publication/t
ransit‐street‐design‐
guide/intersections/intersectio
n‐design/queue‐jump‐lanes/

Swift BRT – Snohomish Co. Transit

128th Near I5
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/7061/RolandBehee‐
CommunityTransit?bidId=

Swift BRT – Snohomish Co. Transit

128th Near I5

The Vine… Vancouver, WA ‐ BRT

https://www.c‐tran.com/about‐c‐tran/transit‐matters/583‐mill‐plain‐brt

Vancouver, WA BRT

Vancouver, WA BRT

Vancouver, WA BRT

Vancouver, WA BRT

Vancouver, WA BRT

Recommended Transit Approach
Approach: Prepare a solution that relies on Active Signal Priority System with minimal right of way
acquisition. This approach could be progressively built to be a true on street Bus Rapid Transit System.
This approach includes combination of short queue jump lanes (if appropriate), downstream, and
upstream stops depending on location. The key factor is smart traffic signal operation make each of
these solutions effective whereas by themselves, they are ineffective. An in lane curb side BRT system
could be obtained with the project with Link Transits financial help. Link Transit could apply for funding
to help establish the speed loading bus stops similar to SWIFT in Snohomish County. This would be
consistent and yet more refined that the concept floated in the 2018 INFRA grant application. If Transit
funding cannot be obtained, then the system operates at a very scaled back version where most of the
gain in operational efficiency is realized through ITS. If a BRT grant can be obtained, then interruption
to traffic is minimized and greater efficiency is realized. BRT stops involved short sections of widened
right of way. Acquisition of right of way in these areas could be part of the Connection WA project to
facilitate building of stops when funding is obtained.
This approach allows the project to progress and provides the basis for securing transit funding to
further the objectives. Meanwhile, it recognizes that the ultimate solution for the North Wenatchee
Avenue corridor requires a $100 Million plus investment which is currently identified as Confluence
Pkwy. If the Alt. analysis for C‐Pkwy says that N. Wen. Ave. needs widening, then we are looking at
$100 Million plus on N. Wen. Ave.
Next Steps: If this approach to transit investment is agreed upon by the project team, then pursue
formal authorization by the Link Board and begin the process of securing grants that will help
implementation of ITS and provide infrastructure funding for the key stop development consistent with
a on street BRT system. This needs to be completed prior to 2019 INFRA application.

